Metro passenger flow prediction plays an essential role in metro operation system. Due to characteristics of metro operation system, the station operation state is difficult to be described by the passenger flow at a single station. Thus, a novel attention mechanism based end-to-end neural network is presented to predict the inbound and outbound passenger flow to improve predictive effect. The novel model explores the latent dependency between flow of forecast target station and historical flows from surrounding stations by attention mechanism. The relation between variable length flow lists with respect to target station is represented as a fix length vector by the attention mechanism. Furthermore, a deep and wide structure is presented to deal with the inherent information of each station, which are discretized into high dimensional categorical features. Experiments on Beijing Subway line 5 with 1.8 million samples demonstrate the effectiveness of presented approach, which shown the performance on capturing latent dependency.
I. INTRODUCTION
In metro operation system, system management such as train operation plan is formulated by history flow data and predicted passenger flow data. Thus, the flow prediction model that offers a robust and accurate result plays a vital role in the metro operation system. In the past decades, passenger flow prediction has been a hot issue in metro operation system, and many results were obtained.
As a pioneer work, historical average [1] , smoothing techniques [2] , and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [3] , [4] have been widely applied to forecast in transportation system. Among these parametric prediction methods, ARIMA has become one of the most common forecasting approaches in regression problems and time series problems such as speed, occupancy, passenger flow prediction [5] , [6] . Although some improved methods are applied to obtain better performance [7] , [28] , the results are limited in practice due to the nonlinear traffic data.
In order to solve the problem mentioned above, various machine-learning approaches are applied in forecasting The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yin Zhang . passenger flow to handle non-linear problems. Such as using tree method mining relationship between short-term subway ridership and its influential factors [8] , [9] utilizing integrated bayesian approach to forecast complete and incomplete passenger flow data, and also various support vector machine (SVM) methods are proposed for short-term traffic flow forecasting [10] . Furthermore, various end-to-end neural network architecture have been proposed to handle passenger flow predicting problem. Dependence of manual feature engineering can be reduced by using deep neural network architectures. For example, A special structure of deep neural network (DNN) is proposed which can deeply and abstractly extract the nonlinear features embedded in the input without any labels [11] . The SAE model was also improved to adapt different flow distribution (daytime and nighttime) [12] . Considering the temporal characteristics of passenger flow, an LSTM (Long short-term memory) architecture [13] is used to capture the dependences of time series for travel time prediction. In addition, the modified LSTM is designed to forecast traffic flow [14] . The performance of results is greatly influenced by traffic incident, furthermore, the unusual flow caused by traffic incident will affect from one station to stations around. Thus, spatial characteristics VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ are considered in neural network architecture. Polson and Sokolov proposed a deep learning architecture can capture these nonlinear spatial-temporal effects [15] . To take advantage of external environmental features, temporal dependencies, and spatial characteristics a Deep Passenger Flow (Deep PF) model [21] is built, which embed external environmental features by fully connected layers and handle time series data by LSTM cells. Ann and Cluster-Based LSTM are used to increase the effect of passenger predict [25] , [26] , [29] . However, different metro station has different pattern of flow trend because of the location of metro station, surrounding stations, structure of station and so on. It is necessary to illustrate characteristics of metro station by all available information [27] . Particularly, the latent relationship with surround stations is difficult to capture by LSTM neural network and is hard to deal with time series for Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Attention Mechanism [20] is utilized to solve this problem. Attention mechanism originates from Neural Machine Translation (NMT) field [16] . NMT takes a weighted sum of all the annotations to get an expected annotation and focuses only on information relevant to the generation of next target word. We attempt to utilize this property to mining characteristics of metro station.
In this paper, we propose an architecture of attention based neural network(DNN-Attention) and apply it to predict the passenger flow for Beijing metro stations. We hope the precise of predicting passenger could be improved. We make three major contributions: First, a Deep FM method based on the discretized high-dimensional discretization metro data is proposed for passenger flow prediction. In order to describe the flow variation characteristics for every different metro station, we not only use the encoded station ID, but also discretize inbound and outbound passenger flow to obtain more smooth data. Second, the dependency of spatial and temporal characteristics formulated by attention mechanism instead of traditional LSTM method. Latent relationship between two different stations is captured from both traffic state of target station and the states list of surrounding stations when predicting outbound flow and inbound flow. Third, the experimental result turns out that the flow variation characteristics of metro station can be formulated in a high accuracy using out architecture of attention based neural network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problems, which this paper is going to solve. Section 3 prerequisites of deep learning models are described. Section 4 presents the details of Architecture of attention based neural network. Section 5 presents the experiential results of prediction model. Finally, this paper is concluded in section 6.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this paper, the passenger flow of metro stations is forecasted by various characteristics (e.g. inbound/outbound flow of surrounding stations, time information and station encoding information) within 5 min interval. The passengers flow in i-th station in t + 1-th time interval can be denoted as X i (t + 1). Moreover, the history flow of i-th station can be described as H i,t+1 = {X i (t), X i (t − 1) . . .}, and surrounding stations history flow of i-th station can be described as 1 denotes the first station adjacent to i-th in t + 1-th time interval. Thus, the issue in this paper is using history information of i-th station to predict X i (t + 1), which can be formulated as:
where D t + 1 contains date characteristics like timestamp, date of the year, weekend or holiday. And O t + 1 includes other related information like up or down order, and station status.
III. PREREQUISITE OF DEEP LEARNING MODELS
In this section, an attention based neural network is employed to deal with the sparsity features and formulate flow dependency among metro stations. We will present a brief review of DeepFM architecture and attention mechanism in neural network.
A. DEEP FM
Deep FM (Factorization-Machine based Deep&Wide) [17] is a powerful end-to-end learning model emphasizes both low and hight order feature interactions. The DeepFM model combines the power of factorization machines and the ability of feature learning in a neural network, and thus has a great hlpreformence in handling sparsity inputs. As shown in FIGURE 1, there are two important components in DeepFM, FM component and Deep component, which shared same input and same dense embedding layer. For j-th discrete field in inputs, the latent matrix w j is used to weigh its order-1 importance, and the latent matrix V j is used to weigh its order-2 dependency with other fields. In the process of the implementation, discrete inputs coded in one-hot form. Thus each value in field can be embedded into independent matrix. All the embedding parameters are trained in DeepFM model. The forecast result can be formulated as:
where the y FM and y deep denote the result of FM part and deep part, respectively. In FM (Factorization Machines) component [18] , order-1 feature is directly modeled by latent embedding vector, and pairwise order-2 feature interaction is modeled by inner product of respective latent embedding vectors. The output of FM component can be denoted as:
where x i denotes the i-th field in inputs like:
·, · > denotes the dot product of two matrixs of size k: k ∈N + 0 is the hyper-parameter to restrict the dimension of latent matrix. In deep component, a naive DNN (Deep Neural Network) is used to capture unseen feature interactions through low-dimensional embeddings. The (l + 1)-th hidden layer output a l+1 denotes as:
where f is the activation function, ReLU is used in this paper. W l and b l are the model weights and bias for l-th layer. Finally, the outputs of FM and deep components will be simply concatenated like formula (2).
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM
Attention mechanism has a great performance in many sequence-based tasks [19] . Two major benefits of attention mechanism are taken advantage of in this paper. The first is that the attention mechanism allows for dealing with variable sized inputs. The second is that the location of items in sequence are ignored when an attention mechanism is used to compute a representation of a single sequence. An attention mechanism is to find the relationship between query and key-value pairs, and to compute the output by a weighted sum of values [20] . The weight assigned to each value is computed by a Softmax function using query with the corresponding key. The structure of a normal attention mechanism is shown in FIGURE 2. The Q, K , V represent the input query, keys and values, respectively. The output of attention mechanism is given as:
where the dot product of Q and K reveals the similarity between query with each key. √ d k is the scaling factor to limit the value of dot product, which is the Scale part in FIGURE 2. In Mask part, each padding elements will be multiplied by 0. In this paper, padding elements are missing time point in data.
IV. ARCHITECTURE OF ATTENTION BASED NEURAL NETWORK
In this paper, an end-to-end neural network is presented to explore interactions among all characteristics described in section 2. In addition, the dependency between passenger flow of prediction target station and flow lists of surrounding stations are explored as flow state representation vector by attention mechanism.
A. FIELD REPRESENTATION Data described in section 2 mostly are with categorical form (e.g. station id, timestamp, up or down order), which can be transformed into high-dimensional sparse binary features via one-hot encoding. Encoded category field with k individual values can be formulated as p ∈ R k vector. Thus, X i (t + 1) in section 2 is formulated as:
The values in one-hot encoding vector are binary. For example, if the weekday of random sample is Friday, the weekday field of this sample will be encoded as {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0}. Furthermore, as shown in FIGURE 3 , the randomness of short-term (5-min interval) passenger flow causes a problem for list of surrounding flow to formulate similarity with forecast target flow. In order to relieve this effect, we discrete the flows in surrounding lists into categorical features. Furthermore, discretization of continuous features also means increasing the dimension of input data by using embedding vectors representing categorical features. A dynamic discretization strategy is used to weaken the effect of randomness and assign more available training samples for each category. In this way, the passenger flows in surrounding flow lists will be treated as category features, in which the list length is the hyper-parameter. The distribution of all samples before and after discretization are shown in FIGURE 4 (a) and FIGURE 4 (b). The horizontal axis represents the passenger flow in 5-min interval, and the vertical axis means the frequency of flow appearance. Notes that there are no manual combination features here, all dependency among features is explored by end-to-end neural network.
B. FORMULATE DEPENDENCY FOR EACH STATION
Traditional LSTM is widely used in existing works to capture the dependency among time sequence [5] , but the flow correlation between forecast target station and surround stations is not suitable for LSTM. Because different from single time sequence, there is not directly related to position in sequence. For example, the outbound passenger flow at t-th time interval may have stronger correlation with first up order station's flow at t-1 th time interval or second up order station's flow at t-2 th time interval, because of the minimum operating interval. Notes that the regular station's inbound passenger flow is considered as an individual value, which means the flow list of surrounding stations is empty. In FIGURE 5 , an attention unit is designed to calculate a weight to perform the relation of a flow from surround station. According to attention mechanism in section 3, the attention unit is formulated as:
where theX andH are the embedding vectors of forecast target station flow and flow from surrounding stations. Function a here is a feed-forward network with generating the weight. Notes that the order in sequence will be ignored, and incident from surrounding station will be found by attention mechanism. At last, full connection layer will improve the ability of generalization.
C. FM COMPONENT
Besides the dependency for each station, time features and station's characteristics are also fed into prediction model. These categorical features could directly determine station's characteristics. When the embedding vector of flow category are not fully trained, we need the model could predict by station's characteristics. Thus, the FM component are used to capture the missing information from attention mechanism, like predicting normal station's inbound flow.
In summary, the overall framework is shown in FIGURE 7 , the output of the attention part is a weighted sum of all input features. Furthermore, all deep component's em-bedding result will be concatenated directly; FM component will deal with the other features like time stamp, date of year, up and down order. At last, FM part and deep component output will be also concatenated to feed into last predicting layer.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
In this section, experimental setup details and analyzing results on Beijing Metro System dataset will be presented. Furthermore, the result of our network will be compared with other three baseline models.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The distribution of metro stations used in this paper is shown in FIGURE 6. The data set collected from Beijing Metro System is used to verify the performance of architecture of attention based neural network. The data recoded the inbound/outbound passenger flow for Metro Line 5 from January to December 2017. After drop the samples not in operating time, the whole data set consists 1854994 samples. We use all data before December 1-st as training data set, and data in December as testing data set. In practice, 5-min interval and 5-min interval will be both tests. For our neural network, non-category features will be normalized at the same time for training and testing data set. For all the FC (fully connection) lays in our architecture, BN (batch normalization) and dropout technic will be both tests to prevent over-fitting. For all test models and our structure, we use Adam as the optimizer and mini-batch size is set to be 32. In this section, performance will be compared with three different baseline models:
DNN (Deep Neural Network): naive feed-forward neural network without any additional technique.
XGBoost [22] : a scalable tree boost system, which is an improvement in GBDT (Gradient Boost Decision Tree) [23] , which is widely used in prediction and classification tasks. Because of the characteristic of tree method, XGBoost have a great performance in task with continuous features. Thus, this method will be fed by samples without discretization.
DeepFM(Factorization-Machine based Deep&Wide): combine the factorization machine and DNN. The deep and wide structure and embedding ideas [24] are designed for high dimension categorical input.
In passenger flow prediction field, RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error) are widely used measures to evaluate model. We adapt these measures in our experiments, which can be formulated as:
where the y i is the observed passenger flow, andŷ i is the forecast value of prediction models for i-th sample.
B. RESULTS methods. Second, regarding forecasting outbound passenger flow, DNN-Attention result remarkably improved, which proved attention mechanism, can formulate the latent dependence among surrounding stations. Otherwise, the external information is poor to predict inbound passenger flow, thus model performance will be attenuated to normal DeepFM. We considering the reason of inbound flow's RMSE lower then outbound flow is the training data only contains one subway line. Thus, the affect will be brought by other subway lines. Metro operation has various distinctive characteristics, for example, running interval, transfers stations and change of OB matrix. The model ability to handle different distribution passenger flow are shown by Table 2 and Table 3 . First, the reason of insignificant improvement is similar to the above analysis. Flow data from one subway line cause the lack of information from surrounding station. However, from the temporal characteristics, our architecture can also obtain basic performance. Second, comparing results of weekdays and weekends, the significant improvement of performance is caused by attention mechanism. Rapidly fluctuation from surrounding stations in weekends will be reflected by attention mechanism.
In summary, feeding discretizing data to deep neural network and utilizing attention mechanism to mining latent dependency of spatial and temporal characteristics can accurately describe station characteristics and timely respond to sudden flow.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the task of metro passenger flow prediction modeling by data set from Beijing Metro System. Using traditional time series methods has become a bottleneck for capturing description of flow trend. To obtain better performance of forecasting method, an attention based deep neural network architecture is used to capture the latent relationship of spatial and temporal characteristics and to describe with discrete data, which can be easily generalized to the entire subway network. The result shows that our architecture obtain better performance: Inbound flow increased average 14.41% RMSE, 6.83% MAE, outbound flow increased average 6.55% RMSE.
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